
FOUTRAQUE

by The Noisebringers (Maria Sappho, Brice Catherin, Henry McPherson)

The score on the following two pages was first performed at the GIO fest, arranged

by the Glasgow Improvisors Orchestra 25-27 November 2021. GIO conducts weekly

open video  sessions, and one peak event at the GIO fest was a concert taking place

both on the scene and with virtually present participants.

See details in the score instructions. Where instructions say “Follow the Zoom

screen!”, AR Objects (“Augmented Reality”) appeared which played sounds and

“semi-directed” the orchestra...
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For the Glasgow Improvisers
Orchestra, with love from the

Noisebringers (2021)

This is a not so oratorio, oratorio of personal things. It comes
with a time score (see next page) which consists of material
to be played, as well as directions as to who will play (the
orchestration).

There will be some players in physical form and some players digital on zoom. If you are
on Zoom you will see the physical players via web- cameras in the space. If you are in
the room you will have TV’s to see the Zoom window. There will be a stopwatch in the
zoom call, which will sync all players for the score. Please feel free to get up and
perform to the zoom cameras if you are in the physical space.

The materials and the orchestration change at different times in the score. If you
identify with the current orchestration part in the timeline, then play the material
indicated at that moment. Stop playing when you no longer identify with the
orchestration. You do not have to play continuously in a section you identify with.

How and why you identify is your own decision, for example ‘mothers’ is not a rule
bound societally normative role. As Brice Catherin would say, ‘follow your heart’.

At two points in the score you no longer have materials or orchestration, but the
instruction ‘follow the zoom screen’. Please do just this. At this point you will be taken
on inter-dimensional travel via the international magic of Rachel Joy Weiss. In these
sections feel free to respond to what you see and hear freely. But remember to give
space, as the inter-dimensional beings will be attempting to reach us at this time (and
the speakers they use for communication are not very loud...).Due to the chance of
possible turbulence the seatbelt fastened sign will remain on during the duration of this
section.

The materials:
1. Play something you consider tasteless
2. The last thing you play before you die
3. Call your mother
4. Play a lullaby (no Brahms)
5. Impersonate another musician in the
orchestra
6. Children orchestra
7. Follow someone (virtual/physical)
8. A dance on your own/ total isolation
9. Share a legend
10. A cappella
11. Invent a language
12. Play to heal yourself and others

The orchestration:
1. TUTTI (everyone)
2. Immigrants only
3. Do not own a car
4. People on zoom only
5. Play if you don’t have equal
representation
6. EU passports
7. Lost work during covid
8. No plane used this year
9. Mothers
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